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ILLUSTRATION OF ATL AND αααα(T) SIGNIFICANCE

when directly derived from raw levelling data

Michel MAYOUD, CERN

For the general case of vertical data obtained from the optical levels used by surveyors, it has be
shown (cf. presentation) that the breakdown of ATL values yields  ATL = 2(M+N), biased by F(L)
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time of the dispersion) -  which can be therefore derived as M= 0.5 x {ATL - 2N}.

In other terms, the signal of the unknown M has to be deduced from any ATL-like processing by
removing the known noise N correlated with L, hence the proposed general method (s/n normalisation),
which can apply to any data (vertical or radial) in relation with their variance-covariance matrix.

It is interesting to point out a property of ATL/L = AT = 2(��2(T)/L + σ0 2).  We get in fact here a
function of the movement above twice the constant factor σ0 2 of the linear law N(L)=σ02xL of the noise.
As the main axis is representing here both space and time and is then normalised as ∆Lmax/∆Tmax, the
real function obtained is 2x��2(T) per time unit - i.e. twice what we are looking for.

It has also to be kept in mind that the data are discrete at both respects, in the space and time
scales.  Usually, the measurement of height differences dH is made in a regular lattice ("l u" : minimum
∆L between quadrupoles), in a minimum time interval (say about 1 year for LEP) - and each time with
nearly the same "unit" variance σu2.  Any statistics on this elementary dH cannot avoid to take also into
account the variance σu2 of this data.

These considerations are illustrated in the figure below, which highlight all these parameters
around the true origin of the ATL processing when applied to our geometrical levelling data.

In order to avoid confusion, the CERN estimate of the diffusion with time will be
called αααα(T) - and it is therefore intended for tracking the temporal behaviour only.
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